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Motivated employee and I give nothing but the best in everything I do. In my life I 
have surrounded myself with positive/good people because there is an old saying 
that says show me your friends and I will show you your future&quot, and I want 
my future to be as bright as possible. I know if your company hires me, they will 
not be disappointed by my performance or actions.

DECEMBER 2014 – PRESENT
SALES LEAD DEVELOPER - ABC CORPORATION

 New hire training &amp; development responsible for all hr process in hiring 
new associates (interviews and reference checks).

 Conducting their new hire training with company expectations, policy, product 
knowledge customer service, company history, and selling skills.

 Most important developing them into top-selling associates with great customer
service and selling skills.

 Sales/ mod responsible for motivating and training my sales associates to 
increase the stores selling potential as well as making sure sales associate are 
keeping the store presentable at all times.

 Opening and closing store procedures, implementing changes from corporate, 
auditing registers paperwork audits, making nightly deposits, on the spot 
coaching, chat ins, and chat outs.

 Accepting shipment and ensured the stock room was organized and maintained.
 Providing excellent customer service by quickly assisting customers.

AUGUST 2013 – NOVEMBER 2014
ASSISTANT MANAGER IN TRAINING - ABC CORPORATION

 Sales floor conduct 5-minute meetings to inform the team about our daily goals 
to ly, target, and stretch.

 On the spot coaching on behaviors and expectations, supporting store manager 
and co-managers, cem per segment pushing and motivating the team to meet 
our hourly and daily goals.

 Assuring each associate is making them SPH make the company goals, 
positioning every associate to their strongest ability.

 Preventing loss and shrink, lp and visual audit, customer experience evaluations
and maintaining the best image of professionalism for the company and the 
customers.

 Stock and visuals receiving shipment and boxes, doing overnights to execute 
floor set and promo changes making sure promotions markdowns, sales, and 
prices are up to date and places correctly.

 Responsible for inside and outside sales, quoting, follow-ups, credit, and new 
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account acquisition and retention.
 New hire training completes a 3-day new hire training on company 

expectations, product knowledge, fitting rooms, customer service, dress code, 
selling skills, and loss prevention.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma in C/O - August 2008(Avon Park High School)General 
Studies - (Brusly High School)High School - August 2009(Vallejo High School - 
Vallejo, CA)

SKILLS

Computer (Microsoft Office, Excel, Word, Power Pint, Etc.), Provide Excellent Customer 
Service, Great Coaching, and Developing Basic Portuguese Comprehension, Perfect 
Spanish Comprehension.
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